
Agnihotra

Homa Therapy
The Ancient Science of Healing



    Agnihotra is a gift to humanity
from ancient-most Vedic Sciences of
bioenergy, medicine, agriculture
and climate engineering. 
    Agnihotra is the basic fire in
HOMA THERAPY. It is the process of
purification of the atmosphere
through the agency of fire,
prepared
in the copper pyramid tuned to the
biorhythm of sunrise and sunset.  
    Homa Therapy means healing
and purifying the atmosphere
through Homa fire. The basic
principle in Homa Therapy is ‘Heal
the atmosphere and the healed
atmosphere will heal you.

HOMA THERAPY

Heal the Atmosphere and
the Healed Atmosphere Will 

Heal You



  Tremendous amounts of energy
are gathered around the
Agnihotra copper pyramid just at
Agnihotra time. A magnetic type
field is created, one which
neutralizes negative energies and
reinforces positive energies.  
  Agnihotra smoke gathers
particles of harmful radiation
from the atmosphere and on a
very subtle level neutralizes their
radioactive effect.  
    There is not just energy from
the fire, but subtle energies are
created by the rhythms and
Mantras. These energies are
generated or thrust into the
atmosphere by fire. Also consider
the quality of materials burnt
wherein lies the full effect of this
healing HOMA.

NATURE OF AGNIHOTRA



     The sun brings or takes the
energy which makes all conditions
conducive to an anti-pollutionary
change. It calms the world. The
pyramid is the generator, the fire is
turbine. The cow-dung, cow’s ghee
(clarified butter from cow’s milk)
and rice then interact to form a
composition which is thrust,
surrounds, neutralizes and
nutrionalizes the material. This
provides the nutrients for survival,
yield and propagation. This is how
the Agnihotra fire physically heals
the atmosphere.

EFFECTS OF AGNIHOTRA

ENVIRONMENT
  Agnihotra has the ability to
neutralize pathogenic bacteria. The
atmosphere where Agnihotra is
done is purified becomes healthy.
Agnihotra purifies contaminated
water-resources.



   Much healing energy emanates
from the Agnihotra pyramid. An
aura-energy is created around all
living beings in the proximity of the
pyramid. This way humans, animals
and plants become more resistant
to disease. When the flames of the
Agnihotra fire extinguish, the aura
field withdraws into the Ash, which
is used as a basis for folk medicines.
Agnihotra removes stress and
tension on mind.

HEALTH

AGRICULTURE AND GARDENING
   A magnetic like energy field is
generated around plants during
Agnihotra. HOMA atmosphere acts
as a catalyst on plant metabolism,
helps carry the nutrients equally
throughout the plant and thus
promotes health and disease
resistance.







   For Agnihotra you require a
copper pyramid of a specific size.
Copper is a conductor. Just at
morning Agnihotra, all the
electricities, energies, ethers are
attracted to the pyramid in its
shape. At sunset, these energies are
thrust out in same shape.

MATERIALS FOR AGNIHOTRA

PYRAMID

RICE
   Brown rice. Highly polished rice
loses nutritional value and hence
brown rice. Only unbroken pieces
of rice should be used for
Agnihotra. If rice is broken, the
subtle energy structure is disturbed
and hence is not fit for Agnihotra
healing fire.



   Ghee is a very special medicinal
substance. When used in Agnihotra
fire it acts as a carrier agent for
subtle energies. Powerful energy is
locked up in this material.

GHEE (CLARIFIED BUTTER)

DRIED COW DUNG
   Agnihotra fire is to be prepared
from this dried cow dung. Cow
dung is treated as medicine in all
ancient culture whether they be
Indians of North or South
Americans, Scandinavians, East or
West Europeans, Africans or Asians.

TIME SHEET
  Agnihotra has to be performed
exactly at sunrise and sunset based
on the definition given in the
Vedas. Due to the technological
evolution, now we can find the
exact timings to the second of the
desired place using latitude,
longitude and time zone from our 



websites. Once can also use
‘Agnihotra Buddy app’ for
Smartphones.





   Place a flat piece of dried cow
dung in the bottom of the copper
pyramid.

How To Prepare Agnihotra Fire



   Arrange pieces of dried cow dung,
in the pyramid in such a manner as
that allow air to pass.



Apply a little ghee on the small
piece of cow dung.



  Do not use any other material to
start the fire except cow’s ghee for
greater medicinal effect in
Agnihotra Ash. Light it.
   And then insert this lighted piece
of cow dung in the pyramid.

    Soon all the dung in the pyramid
will catch fire. At the exact moment
of sunrise and sunset, good flames
should be ready in the pyramid.
    You may use a hand fan to blow
the air and help the flame.  
      However, do not blow through
the mouth to avoid bacteria from
the mouth getting into the fire.





    Take a few grains of unbroken
rice in a dish or the palm of your left
hand. Apply a few drops of ghee to
the rice.

AGNIHOTRA PROCESS



   Exactly at sunrise utter the first
Mantra and after the word SWAHA
offer the first portion of few grains
of rice from your right hand (one
finger pinch) into the fire. Utter the
second Mantra and after the word
SWAHA and offer the second
portion of grains of rice from the
right hand in the fire. At sunset do
the same by using evening Mantras. 
     If you miss the timing it is not
Agnihotra and you will not get the
healing effect on the atmosphere or
in the ash. After each Agnihotra try
to spare as many minutes as you
can for meditation. You can sit at
least till the fire extinguishes itself.
Just before the next Agnihotra
collect the ash and keep it in a glass
or earthen container.



There are vibrations that exist
everywhere. It is only vibrations
when you go into it. Where there is
vibration there is also sound. When
we utter these Mantras, the sounds
activate these special vibrations
that will create certain atmosphere
or effects. Then the desired results
are realized. Anything can be
activated, controlled or changed by
Mantras.

Agnihotra Mantras



(add the first portion of rice
mixed with ghee into the fire)

At Sunrise

Sooryāya Swāhā

Sooryāya Idam Na Mama
Prajāpataye Swāhā

(add the second portion of rice
mixed with ghee into the fire)

Prajāpataye Idam Na Mama
This completes morning Agnihotra.

At Sunset
Agnaye Swāhā

(add the first portion of rice
mixed with ghee into the fire)

Agnaye Idam Na Mama
Prajāpataye Swāhā

(add the second portion of rice
mixed with ghee into the fire)

Prajāpataye Idam Na Mama
This completes evening Agnihotra.
(á is pronounced like a in 'father')
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